Danny the Dragonfly here, nice to meet you. I haven’t
always looked like this. I started life as a nymph living
in the water. I kept growing until one day it was time
for me to take flight. None of my friends had ever
come back once they left the pond. This made my first
flight ever very scary—what might happen to me? But
wow it was worth it! I’m so glad I was brave enough to
give it a go. What new things do you think you could
do if you were brave enough to have a try?

I’m Spencer Spider and I love
nothing more than to build webs,
especially as they help me to catch
my dinner! I’ve built lots of webs but
I am always looking for new places
to build my webs; however, big or
small there is always a web that I
can design for the space. I like
finding new places and new ways
of doing things to see just what I
can create. Have you tried doing
things in different ways to see what
you can make or do?

Who are you? Sorry always so many questions. I’m Freya Fox and I love meeting new
people, going to new places, trying new
foods and doing new things. I’m very inquisitive. I think this helps me to learn lots of
new things. Why don’t you try asking questions and trying new things? It will help you
to learn lots of interesting things.

Hi I’m Barry Butterfly and I used to
be a caterpillar. I enjoyed being a
caterpillar, but I wanted to see if
there was anything else I could be
or do so I worked hard to build my
cocoon. Slowly I grew and
changed into a beautiful butterfly!
Now I can do things I couldn’t do
before. It’s important to have a
goal to work towards what do you
dream of doing or being?

Hello—I’m a little shy and I like to
be able to look after myself. I
store my food up and hibernate
in the winter to make sure that I
can survive. Sometimes it is
good to try things by yourself to
see just how much you can
achieve. There isn’t always
someone who can help you.
Remember to give things a go
by yourself sometimes—its great
when you find out you can do it!

Hello I am Bella Bee and I
work very hard with all of my
bee friends to make honey.
We work together as a team
because we get the job
done better and quicker because we can help each
other. See if you can try cooperating with your friends
too so that you can make
your ideas bigger and better
and learn from each other.

